Abstract
Introduction
Emerging technologies are able to provide network accessing services using different accessing medias over different links. Examples include cable modems over cable TV networks, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL) over dial-up telephone lines, wireless networks and satellite-based networks. In these networks, the bandwidth in the forward direction from the server to the user (also referred to as downstream direction) is often orders of magnitude larger than that in the reverse direction (upstream direction). This results in significant queueing delay at a transmission point for the ACKs from the receiver. Since the TCP sender expects ACKs from the receiver to advance its sliding window, the sending process will be slowed and the throughput is thus reduced.
To this end, a number of techniques have been proposed to alleviate ACK congestion. One notable technique is ACK Filtering (AF) [8] . For one connection, it reduces the ACK traffic by replacing earlier ACKs with the latest one using the cumulative property of ACK, that is, an ACK with a certain sequence number implicitly acknowledges those packets with smaller sequence numbers. This method extends the tolerable degree of network asymmetry 1 to a much higher value.
This paper provides an insight into the interactions between TCP data flow and ACK packets over the bottleneck links. An ATCP Model is presented for asymmetric TCP transfers. A Web transfer model is then derived based on it.
The next section gives an overview of related work on the modelling of symmetric/asymmetric TCP; section 3 establishes the models of asymmetric TCP; section 4 introduces the model of Web transfers over asymmetric TCP, and section 5 concludes the paper.
Related work
Network performance modelling is a significant research topic. TCP models are usually classified based on the transfer length they focus on. In [6] , models for long-lived transfers are discussed. They characterize the steady-state throughput of bulk transfer as a function of several key parameters including maximum window size, round trip time, retransmission timeout and average loss rate. Cardwell et al. [2] extend the model in [6] to include connection establishment and slow start phases, thus giving a transfer latency prediction for an arbitrary data length. For shortlived transfers, Mellia et al. [5] compute average latency by exhaustively enumerating all loss cases. However, their model only handles transfers of a few segments, because the complexity grows exponentially. The data loss conditions and TCP congestion avoidance algorithms are central to these models, which share a common assumption that the network links are symmetric in bandwidth.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published research on TCP/Web transfer modelling on asymmetric networks.
Modelling asymmetric TCP

Assumptions and notation
The model in this paper accounts only for the delays arising from TCP's performance and ignores factors like application processing latency or specific scheduling strategy. A lossless network environment is assumed, since the majority of TCP transfers. Supporting notation and variable definitions used in the discussion are described in 
The ATCP Model
The goal of this section is to establish a model to predict the transfer time T for a given amount of data (in terms of packets) observed at the receiver side. A typical TCP transfer usually experiences 3 phases: the Connection Establishment (CE) Phase, the Slow Start (SS) phase and the Steady State phase. In what follows, the model is divided into 3 parts and each part is discussed in turn.
The Connection Establishment (CE) phase
Assuming the connection is initiated from the data sender, then from its perspective, the connection is established after it sends the SYN packet and receives the SYN+ACK packet. The CE latency is denoted by T (0), and
(1)
The Slow Start (SS) phase
Ta Ta During the slow start phase, the sender increases its congestion window by one on every ACK it receives. Since the receiver sends an ACK every two (full) data packets (except for the first packet, for which the ACK would be sent after the delayed acknowledgement timer expires), the sender will send 3 packets back-to-back in response to any ACK that acknowledges two packets: 1 for the increased cwnd and 2 for refilling the old window. Figure 1 illustrates the time line of packets observed at the receiver side. A block is defined as a series of packets sent back-to-back from the sender. As shown in Figure 1 , the first block is the first packet; the second block consists of 2 packets: 2 and 3; and from the 3rd block until the end of the slow start phase, each block consists of 3 packets. Meanwhile the cwnd continues to increase until it reaches W r , the maximum receiver window. At this threshold, the receiver should have received 3(W r − 1) packets. After the SS phase, each ACK received at the sender will cause 2 new data packets to be sent, therefore the block size will be constantly 2.
It can be observed that the ACKs of block 3, A 4 and A 5 , introduce blocks 4 and 5, whose ACKs, A 6 , A 7 and A 8 , introduce blocks 9, 10 and 11, ... and so on. A group of packets is therefore recursively defined as the set of data packets sent in response to all the ACKs caused by the previous group's data packets, with the initial group, G 0 , consisting of block 3. For the k th (k ≥ 1) group, let B k be the beginning of its first block, and E k be the end of its last block. The group length, denoted by L k , is thus equal to During the SS phase, the transfer over the reverse link proceeds with one ACK per T a , and over the forward link, one block per 3T d corresponding to each ACK packet. If T a ≤ 3T d , the forward transfer will lag behind the ACK transfer and thus forms a bottleneck for the whole data stream. Since the focus is on the case where data transfer slowdown is originated from the reverse link, T a > 3T d is assumed. This has two implications. First, the spacing of data blocks is at least T a , because the data sending on the forward direction is "clocked" by the slower transferring of ACKs; second, if the interval between two blocks is T a , the spacing of all the blocks generated by these two blocks' ACKs is also T a . With the definition of group, this means that all blocks within one group are spaced by exactly T a .
Here the aim is to obtain the transfer time, T (M ), for an arbitrary data packet P M . Let T (M ) be the arrival time of the first packet in the same block as P M . Since T (M ) can be easily computed from T (M ) with the offset inside the block, it is possible to use T (M ) to approximate T (M ) (the difference is non-cumulative and bounded by 2T d ). In the remainder of this paper, these two terms will be used interchangeably if the difference is not explicitly stated. Note that only the first delayed ACK is considered and its effect in later transfer is omitted. Now the task is to compute T (M ) for M > 9. This is done by first determining the group G(M ) that P M (M > 9) belongs to, and then computing all the group intervals δ k . The T (M ) is then given by adding its group offset to the beginning time of this group.
Theorem 1. Let G(M ) be the group that packet
Proof. Refer to [9] .
Using this theorem, one packet's group can be approximated as
When an ACK is sent out, it may be queued at the bottleneck link until previous ACKs are removed, so the actual transmitting time may be later than expected. To simplify the discussion, it is assumed that there is no queueing for ACKs, which can be done by counting the queueing time to the endpoints, and the actual transmitting time, T (A) and the producing time T (A) are differentiated. Let A k f and A k l be the first and the last ACK of group k, respectively; a group G k is said to be Ack-aligned if Proof. Refer to [9] . By Theorem 2, there are three cases for any consecutive G k and G k+1 :
• If both are Ack-skewed, then A f k+1 will reach the receiver exactly T a after A l k , which results in a time interval of T a between the two blocks caused by them. Since these two blocks are the last block of G k+1 and the first block of G k+2 , respectively, the interval between G k+1 and G k+2 , δ k+1 , is thus equal to T a −3T d .
• If G k is Ack-aligned and G k+1 is Ack-skewed, then like the previous case, δ k+1 = T a − 3T d .
• If both are Ack-aligned, then by Eqn.(3),
δ k+1 can be approximated using the average of these two bounds, so
As it is known that δ 1 ≈ max{D, T a − 3T d }, resolving the recurrence it is the case that for k ≥ 2 By Theorem.1 and Eqn. (2), an arbitrary packet P M (M > 9) can be associated with a specific group; further, by Eqn.(4) the beginning time of that group can be obtained. Adding the group offset of this packet to the group beginning time therefore gives the arrival time of this packet. Since Eqn.(4) only holds for group k ≥ 2, it is assumed that M > 15 (for 9 < M ≤ 15 the T (M ) can be computed from Figure.1) , and x = G(M ), then
From Figure 1 it is straightforward to compute T (15) = max{D+D f +T a , D ack }+4D+5T a . Further, substituting δ k using Eqn. (4) gives
The Steady State
At a steady state, each ACK packet received by the sender will cause 2 packets to be sent, and the spacing of the ACKs is constantly T a , so for M > 3(W r − 1),
where T (3W r − 3) can be computed using Eqn. (6) . Up to now, the arrival time of packet P M (M > 15) during the transfer has been determined by Eqn. (6) and Eqn. (7). Furthermore, the cases for M ≤ 15 can also be computed by analyzing Figure(1 
T a , T a } then the equations can be summarized and reorganized as follows:
Note that T (3W r − 3) is used only for brevity, in fact, the result is a close-form expression.
Validating the ATCP model
The ns-2 simulator [3] has been used to validate this model. Figure 2 shows the network topology used in the experiments. A data sender at node 0 connects to the receiver at node 3 via FullTCP [3] , and then sends a certain amount of data. Node 1 and node 2 serve as intermediate routing devices, and the link between node 1 and 2 is asymmetric, with the forward bandwidth set to 10Mbps and the reverse 56K/28.8K/9.6Kbps. A selection of parameters associated with TCP and the network topology are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 . Parameters and values used in the simulation and model.
The transfer time vs. number of packet of the slow start phase for both simulation and model prediction is shown in Figure 3 (a), and Figure 3(b) depicts the results of transfers in a longer time interval, including both the slow start and the steady state phases. As can be seen, the ATCP model tracks very accurately the simulation results, which indicate that the ATCP model correctly captures the transfer characteristics of TCP over a lossless asymmetric network.
Discrepancies between the simulated and modelled data stem from three factors. The approximations in Eqn. (2) and Eqn.(4), which help achieve close-form expressions but at the cost of precision, cause the most notable deviation from the actual values; the omitted delayed acknowledgement effect also brings some small "disturbance" to the expected data interaction. Finally, averaging the transfer time over all packets within a block generates a minor difference. Despite these, the model proves to correctly reflect the asym- metric TCP behavior and can estimate the transfer latency at a high level of confidence.
Modelling Web transfers over asymmetric TCP
Web transfers are essentially TCP transfers driven by HTTP requests/responses. A typical HTTP interaction (GET operation) proceeds as follows: the client sends a SYN to the server; the server sends back a SYN+ACK; the client then sends an ACK to finish the 3-way handshake; the client sends out an HTTP request, and finally the server begins transferring the document... Compared to the previous models, this process adds a startup delay with the HTTP request. Assuming the request size is R, then for a Web transfer over asymmetric TCP, the completion time for an M -packet length document is
Obviously, the validation of these models depends on the ATCP Model, which has proven to be accurate in previous sections.
Conclusions
This paper studies the effects of bandwidth asymmetry on Web transfer performance. It present the ATCP Model for traditional TCP transfer over bandwidth asymmetric links. Based on it, a Web transfer model on asymmetric links is derived. Simulations have been conducted and the results show that these models provide accurate predictions for Web/TCP transfers.
